Assignment 2

Due date for submitting this assignment has passed.

Portion of your records you have not submitted this assignment:

1. What was the language in which the narrator did not pass any grammar test? (1 point)
   - Hindi
   - Tamil
   - Malayalam
   - English
   - Sinhalese

   Received answer: Malayalam
   Grade: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   Malayalam

2. How does the narrator introduce himself to the invisible ghost of Bhargav?
   - As a servant
   - As an aspiring man
   - As a brilliant man
   - As an estranged
   - Received answer: As an estranged
   Grade: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   As a servant
   As an aspiring man
   As a brilliant man

3. What are the words used by the narrator to describe 'love' to the ghost of Bhargav?
   - Morning bruises
   - Silver lining of the clouds
   - Twilight of the dusk
   - Golden dawn of eternal life
   Received answer: Golden dawn of eternal life
   Grade: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   Morning bruises
   Silver lining of the clouds
   Twilight of the dusk
   Golden dawn of eternal life

4. How did Bhargav commit suicide in the story?
   - By hanging
   - By jumping into the well
   - By poisoning himself
   - By jumping off the roof
   Received answer: By jumping into the well
   Grade: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   By hanging
   By jumping into the well
   By poisoning himself

5. With whom does the narrator compare Bhargav Nayar?
   - A lady of great beauty
   - A lady of great altruism
   - A lady of great virtue
   - A lady of great power
   - Received answer: A lady of great power
   Grade: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   A lady of great beauty
   A lady of great altruism
   A lady of great virtue

6. What was the only thing that was missing in Bhargav Nayar?
   - Kitchen
   - Water
   - Bedroom
   - Electricity
   Received answer: Electricity
   Grade: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   Kitchen
   Water
   Bedroom
   Electricity

7. What is the original title of the short story, The Blue Light in Malayalam?
   - Puraskari Vithacham
   - Morpur Vithacham
   - Vithacham
   - Puraskari Vithacham
   Received answer: Puraskari Vithacham
   Grade: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   Puraskari Vithacham
   Morpur Vithacham
   Vithacham

8. From whom did the narrator borrow a candle for his lamp?
   - The pension
   - The hotel manager
   - The bank clerks
   - The weighing clerk
   Received answer: The hotel manager
   Grade: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   The pension
   The hotel manager
   The bank clerks
   The weighing clerk

9. The narrator almost drowned, and his mind was flooded by a tide of ______ when he saw the blue light.
   - Tenderness
   - Contusion
   - Lachrymacy
   - Happiness
   Received answer: Tenderness
   Grade: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   Tenderness
   Contusion
   Lachrymacy

10. How does the narrator describe the blue light?
    - Brotherhood
    - Ethereal
    - Etherealness
    - Etherealness
    Received answer: Etherealness
    Grade: 0
    Accepted Answers:
    Etherealness
    Etherealness

Due on 2020-02-12, 23:39 IST.